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OVERVIEW 
- Motion Capture Studio located here at the ECUAD Intersections Digital Studio 
- Rick Overington is the studio tech who runs the operation 
- major motion picture and local computer games companies use the studio space 
- 20 Infared Passive Optical System to cover most of the floor space in the studio 
- Motion Buider is the software application and is also good for pre-visualization 
- full body suits which have 30-50 sensors sewn in are used to capture the data 
- the system is unable to capture both bodies and facial features at the same time 
- computers, cameras and the studio space need to be calibrated for each shot 
- wand wave / L-Frame / Floor Calibration are the steps used to calibrate

 
INTERNSHIP OUTCOMES 
I want to incorporate CrossFit athletes and coaches into the Motion Capture Studio to serve 
both as a diagnostic tool to help provide real-time live data to athletes and coaches on their 
body dynamics as they do individual exercises, but to also merge this data into an artistic 
format as well.

I would like to work with some of the animation students at Emily Carr and create 3D 
character avatars which could then be animated with the motion capture data recorded from 
the original athletes to either match their actual likenesses or go really crazy and make the 
avatars look completely different (ie: men becoming women, humanoid looking animals, 
aliens...you name it).

I ran my idea by Rick on Monday and he said it would be great to work together on a 
collaborative project so that I could have an actual self-directed portfolio piece at the end of 
my internship, rather than just work on other peoples/companies’ projects. In addition, the 
owner and coaches at CrossFit are also very interested in what the Motion Capture Studio 
could provide to help enable their athletes propel themselves even further.

http://www.crossfit.ca  
- CrossFit Vancouver homepage 
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=crossfit+vancouver&search_type=&aq=f 
- YouTube page listing of the CrossFit Vancouver workout videos
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CODElab OVERVIEW 
CODElab will be a large-scale participatory new media artwork that will coincide with the 
Olympic and Para-Olympic Games from February 5th to 22nd, 2010 and be part of the 
larger CODELive event going on throughout the Vancouver area. Live capture nodes will 
be installed throughout Granville Island where visitors will be able to interact with artist and 
student facilitators via custom-designed balloon cams, umbrella cams, shoe cams and the 
like will record, transmit and present video with nontraditional perspectives and cutting-edge 
visuality.

 

WHAT THIS ALL MEANS 
- evolving process - the project guidelines will be set by the group 
- roving, moving capture nodes for CODELab between the observer and the observed 
- bodystorming vs. brainstorming - quickly create a conceptual idea and take it into the 
public sphere and test it out to see if it will actually work 
- who will be our audience - project workers, ECUAD, Granville Island, Vancouver residents, 
2010 Olympic visitors, the interwebz... 
- orange and white colour scheme was decided upon for CODELab 
- orange is significant of colour coded terrorist alert / being on alarm (CODE ORANGE) 
- orange is the rabbit hole to engage the audience and bring them in further once they more 
and more CODELab orange coloured objects

 
PROJECT DELIVERABLES 
http://delicious.com/search?p=codelab+ecu&chk=&context=main|&fr=del_icio_us&lc= 
- setup a delicious site to bookmark important corresponding information 
- a project Wiki site is being developed as a base for final outcomes and data captures

 
INTERNSHIP OUTCOMES 
I had the opportunity to see the artists’ previous project, GLOCAL, at the Surrey Art Gallery 
last year and was absolutely blown away at what they had achieved. I hope to get hands-
on experience and knowledge on building an immense data capture project and to further 
visualize it with Processing so that I can create and expand my own projects to their full 
potential.

http://www.glocal.ca/


